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1. Introduction. Let X be an open set in C and T*X be its
cotangent bundle. Let x=(x,..., x) be a coordinate system of X.
Then a point in T*X is denoted by (x, (, dx))= (x, )= (x, ., x, ..., ). We denote by the sheaf on T*X of holomorphic micro-
local operators (cf. [2], [4], [5], [7]). The sheaf includes the sheaf
of microdifferential operators (=analytic pseudodifferential opera-
tors) of infinite order. Let &*=(&, ) be a point in T*X. A holomor-
phic microlocal operator F in . is determined by a holomorphic func-
tion F(x, )which is defined in some conic neighborhood 2 of &* and
which satisfies the following condition" for each >0 and each com-
pactly generated cone ’=9 there exists a positive constant C such
that IF(x,)I<_C exp( [])for (x,)e/2’. Note that we often neglect
a bounded subset of a conic set in T*X. The holomorphic function
F(X, ) is said to be the symbol of the operator F (cf. [2], [6]). Then
we write F- F(x, )" or F-F(x, Dx), where D=(D, ., D), D
=a/ax.

The aim of this note is to give the exponential rules of symbols of
holomorphic microlocal operators under suitable growth conditions.
That is, we give explicit formulae for leading terms of r(x, ) which
satisfies
(1.1) "exp {p(x, )}" "exp {q(x, )}’= "exp {r(x, )} ".

Here p(x, ), q(x, ) are given symbols which satisfy appropriate condi-
tions and the left-hand side is the composite operator of "exp {p(x, )}"
and "exp {q(x, )} ".

Such formulae enable us to extend the result of our previous
article [2] on invertibility of operators.

2. Statement of results. Let F= "F(x, )" be a holomorphic
microlocal operator with symbol F(x, ) defined in /2 *. Let p be a
real number such that 0<_p< 1. The operator F, or the symbol F(x, ),
is said to be of growth order at most (p) if for each compactly gener-
ated cone 9’=9 there exist positive numbers h, C such that IF(x, )1
<_ C exp (h [[) for (x,

A formal sum 7=0 P(x, ) of symbols P(x, ) defined in/2 is said
to be a formal symbol of growth order at most (p)if for each com-
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pactly generated cone/2’9 there are positive numbers C, A, h such
that
(2.1) IP(x, )]_CA]! ]]- exp (h I])
for (x, ) e 9’, ]=0, 1, 2, (cf. [2], [3]). If ,]0 P(x, ) is a formal
symbol of growth order at most (p), then the sum of the operators
]=0 "P(x,)" converges to an operator P of growth order at most
(p) in. Then it may be written, for convenience, as P=" ]=0P(x, )"
even if the sum ]=oP(x,) of holomorphic functions does not con-
verge.

Let P= P(x, ) and Q= Q(x, ) be operators defined by
formal symbols. Then the composite operator R=PQ is expressed as
R= " R(x, )" with formal "symbol defined by

(2.2) R(x, ) 1 3P(x, ). OQ(x, ),

for l=O, 1, 2, .... Remark that we distinguish 3, etc. from D, etc.
for example, Df--fD=3,f, where f is a holomorphic function.

We refer the reader to [2] for the precise definition and basic pro-
perties of symbols of holomorphic microlocal operators.

Now let 9 be a conic neighborhood of * in T*X. Let p(x, ) and
q(x, ) be symbols defined in 9 satisfying the following conditions.
For each compactly generated cone 9’ 9 there exist positive numbers
h, H such that

(2.3) [p(x, )[h [[+H,

for (x, ) e 9’. Take the symbols exp {p(x, )} and exp (q(x, )}. It is
clear that they are symbols of growth order at most (p). Let us
consider the composite operator "exp {p(x, )}" "exp {q(x, )}" of
exp p(x, )}" and exp (q(x, )} ". It is plausible that the leading term

of the sbols of the composite operator may be the product of each
sbol, that is, exp {p(x,)+q(x, )}. The following theorem shows,
however, that it is not always true.

Theorem 1. Assume that 0gpl/2. Then we have the follow-
ing exponential rules.
(2.4) "exp (p(x, )}’" exp {q(x, )}"

exp (p(x, $)+q(x, )} K(x, )".
j=O

Here =oK(x, ) is a formal symbol of growth order (0)satisfying
the following.

(2.5) Ko(x,)=exp {=1 0p(x, ).q(x, )} +0(x, ),

(2.6) For each’ there is CO such that

Remark that C;[Ko(x, )]gC in 9’ for some C>0 because 0p
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_1/2. If 0_p<1/2, then it follows from the preceding theorem
that the leading term of the symbol of the composite operator is
exp (p(x, )+ q(x, )}.

Moreover we have the ollowing
Theorem 2. Suppose that 0_p_2/3.

nential laws of the form
(2.7)

Here

Then we have the expo-

exp (p(x, )}" "exp {q(x, )}"

"exp (p(x, )+q(x, )/r(x, )} H(x, ) ".
j=O

(2.8) r(x, )= 3,p(x, ).3,q(x, ),

and ,=o Ha(x, ) is a formal symbol of growth order (0) satisfying
(2.9) Ho(x, )-exp {r(x, )}-t-H0(x, ),

1(2.10) r. ,, (a,aep. aq.a,q+ a,,p. ,p.,aq),
,=I

(2.11) For each ’= there is C>O such that IHo(x,)]Cli
(x, )

We also remark that Cg[Ho(x, )gC in 9’ for someC0 since
0pg2/3.

The following theorem is an improvement on Theorem 3.3.1 in [2]
where the growth order is assumed to be at most (1/2).

Theorem . Let P be a holomorphic microlocal operator of
growth order at most (2/3) defined in a neighborhood of *. Suppose
that the symbol P(x, ) of P is invertible as a symbol of growth order
at most (2/3) in some neighborhood of *. That is, assume that
1/P(x,) is also a symbol of growth order at most (2/3). Then P is
invertible in the ring . The inverse U of P is of the form

Here (, D=log P(, )d R i oertor oI oth order
(0). The legging te oI the gmbol o R i
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